Bangalore

Evans jarring debut book of poems draws
on his experience as a combat engineer for
the Army National GuardA strong
contribution to wartime poetry composed
by combatantsGiven recent controversy
over domestic surveillance and enlisted
whistle-blowers, this is a necessary read,
indeed.BooklistDrawing upon Kerry James
Evanss experience in the military,
Bangalore speaks from the position of a
natural class warrior who came of age
desperately poor in some of the most
hardscrabble parts of our country. Whether
highlighting a barracks argument about
gays in the military or contemplating
pent-up eros, the poems are experientially
political in the best sense.From Lilacs and
Razor Wire:Bent over in a folding chair,
my arm a rag of oil, I scrape the carbon
from my M-16with a pipe cleaner here in
the armorynamed after a young
Colonelwho hanged himself.No one sitting
here really knowswhether or not the
Colonelwas a homosexual. I bring up my
mother-in-law, who is.Outside the window
the local convictshave decided to mow
down the lilacsblossoming along the
roadside.We go back to talking about
homosexualsand homosexuality, and I say:
We are all a little gay, which lands meon
the floor in a wrestling position ... Kerry
James Evans served six years in the Army
National Guard as a combat engineer. He
received his MFA in creative writing from
Southern Illinois UniversityCarbondale,
and is enrolled in the PhD program in
English-Creative Writing from Florida
State University. He lives in Tallahassee,
Florida.
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CHART > Forex > Narcotics ControlTodays Bangalore News to read here online on Bangalore Mirror, an online
newspaper to know latest news in Bangalore. Lets see whats new. Bangalore is the face of Indias changed fortunes, a
face that itself has changed beyond recognition. Consider these numbers: Bengaluru,CHRIST (Deemed to be
University), Bengaluru - 560029, For the admission Enquiry : 09243080800.The Ritz-Carlton, Bangalore is a five-star
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hotel with luxury amenities including a spa, dining and venues to accommodate weddings and meetings.Bangalore [66]
(Kannada: ????????), also known as Bengaluru, is the capital of the Indian state of Karnataka. It is Indias third-largest
city with an estimatedBangalore officially known as Bengaluru is the capital of the Indian state of Karnataka. It has a
population of over ten million, making it a megacity and the thirdBangalore Events: Handpicked Collection of Events
including Live Comedy, Music, Food, Exhibitions, Festivals, Workshops & Travel in Bangalore.Bangalore, Indias
Silicon Valley is an amalgam of the old and new. Bangalore, known for its IT hubs has many temples, museums, and
shopping centers.Welcome to Bengaluru. Cosmopolitan Bengaluru (formerly Bangalore) is one of Indias most
progressive and developed cities, blessed with a benevolent climate and a burgeoning drinking, dining and shopping
scene. Though there are no world-class sights, youll find lovely parks and - 3 min - Uploaded by TheQuadCamBrosThe
Silicon Valley of India is a nickname of the Indian city of Bangalore - Your One Stop source CHRIST (Deemed to be
University), Bengaluru - 560029, For the admission Enquiry : 09243080800.The DAAD Information Centre at the
German Consulate General in Bangalore provides information on study and research in Germany, advises students
andKnown as both the Garden City and The Silicon Valley of India, Bangalore (officially Bengaluru) is a techies
paradise, boasting the highest concentration ofBangalore News at . Get latest Bangalore news - todays current affairs
from the Bangalore City, local news headlines from business to politics andBangalore is widely regarded as the Silicon
Valley of India because of the large presence of Information Technology businesses there. Situated in the state of
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